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PSYCHODRAMA PROGRAMME*

1.
PRESENTERS: Adriana Chukalova, Nikolai Zlatev
WORKSHOP: The words - where they come from and where they go?
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: The words are this kind of abstraction, that symbolizes and
transmits meaning and image. Each word carries in itself a story, if this story is already forgotten. The
Bulgarian word "Duma"( word ) meant “Thought” in the past and is now is the thought materialized.
Are there some words, which have particular meaning for us? Have we thought about the origin of
those words? Can we give a new meaning to the already known word? How this will affect the way in
which we think about it? In this workshop we will have the opportunity to build together for our little
society, which has several own words. What story will they tell us …

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS: Nikolai Zlatev and Adriana Chukalova are trained in
psychodrama at IPIGP "Bernhard Achterberg". They started to work as a team, leading psychodrama
groups in 2008. Some of the participants in those groups are trained to use the psychodrama method
in their professional work and others to use their personal potential, gain new knowledge and skills
to deal with life, to resolve personal and interpersonal conflicts, etc.

2.
PRESENTERS: Albena Varsano, Rozalia Goranova
WORKSHOP: Persona grata – Persona non grata
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

In this workshop by using OH cards Persona and Personita we will seek
answers with psychodrama means to questions related to the
personality and the different aspects of it. What are the roles we take
in life, interelations and relationships, dependencies and dialogue
between them? Which of these roles we prefer and which ones we do
not want to show? Which is the role in which we want to be seen
most? How a role transfers into another in case of a change in the
social environment? What is the need for this self-governing nature?
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Albena Varsano: Psychodrama assistant, who have had classes for
psychodrama director;
PhD student at the Department "Slavic literatures"
Facilitator of workshops and trainings on international projects in
Bulgaria, France, Africa and others.
Member of CooPLA-NET, an international group of experts developing
interactive methods and role plays to work with stakeholders at
different levels - local communities, government departments, NGOs, private sector and academics in the field of environment, resource management, etc.

.
Rozalia Goranova: Bulgarian Philology, Psychology and completed semester studies in Clinical
Psychology with psychoanalytic perspective.
Psychodrama assistant who have had classes for psychodrama director. Having some experience in
leading psychodrama workshops within the festival "Beglika", and as a freelancer.
Interest and some experience in alternative forms of education and training of children.

3.
PRESENTER: Aleksandra Gocheva
WORKSHOP: Lottery token, personal choice and responsibility. On Plato`s myth of the

immortality of the soul.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

Destiny, chance or our personal choice designs our live? Every time we have to deal with
the crises in our lives, we search for the answer of this question. If we feel unhappy, we
could blame the destiny or just pray for better luck, and there will be always many of us
who blame themselves for everything.
This workshop will give the participants the opportunity to explore how this question
appears in their own lives. They will take the protagonist role in Plato`s myth of the
immortality of the soul. The myth is about Er`s journey in the afterlife. He tells us what
happens with the souls that had righteous or unrighteous lives, how the new souls
appear and, finally, how they choose a new life. The souls were going through different
places and after several days they reached place where they met the goddess of destiny
Ananke and her daughters Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos. The soul is given a lottery
token. Then, in the order in which their lottery tokens were chosen, each soul was
required to choose his or her next life. There were lives of animals, of rich and poor
people. The lives had good and bad aspects, with not obvious pluses and minuses.
However, the choice was in the hands of the souls - they had to choose their own lives
without the intervention of gods.
Experiencing the myth, the participants will be able to see their own lives as part of the
larger journey and the variety that any one of us brings to the earth with his own story.
Eventually, someone might see the beauty in poverty, be scared by power or see a
freedom in limitations.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

My name is Aleksandra Gocheva. I have graduated from a master program in the
Research Center of Semiotic Studies in New Bulgarian University.
For the last 5 years I have been working as a training and development specialist in an
IT company. I lead trainings on various soft skills topics such as leadership skills,
communication skills, and team work. As a trainer I use different action methods,
including psychodrama.
I have more than 7 years of experience in psychodrama. I have completed the level 1
psychodrama training in the Psychology Center “Mobius”, part of the Psychodrama
Institute “Chiron”, with supervisors Kalina Boyadzieva and Georgi Damyanov. Currently,
I am at the last stage of completing the level 2 of psychodrama training.
My researches and interests are in two areas - the application of psychodrama in
business environment and psychodrama and ancient myths.

4.
PRESENTER: Alexander Petrov M.D.

Individual psychoanalytic psychodrama with dolls – positioning in a
psychodrama scene; positioning in the transfer.
WORKSHOP:

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: Exposé on the problem, as I see it in my practice. One

vignette - I guess in the "aquarium", but depends on the experience of participants, it
could be in small groups. An attempt for "theorizing", perhaps more for conceptualizing
the therapeutic situation. Discussion.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Alexander Petrov M.D.
I graduated Sofia Medical Academy in 1992, and specialized in Neurology and Psychiatry. I
completed my specialization in Psychiatry in 1999. I am certified psychodrama therapist since 2003. I
have completed training in clinical supervision/intervision in 2012/2013.

I have been practicing group and individual psychotherapy since 1996, initially in
rehabilitation department for patients with chronic psychoses. I provide consultations and
psychotherapy of adolescents and adults – individual psychodrama with dolls and psychoanalytical
psychotherapy. I practice psychoanalysis under supervision. Current psychoanalytical formation in
Association “Bulgarian space for psychoanalysis”.

5.
PRESENTERS: Antoaneta Mateeva Ph. D., Zlatko Teoharov
WORKSHOP: Strange is the stranger only in the strangeness
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: The workshop aims to invite participants to a meeting with the
images and versions of our "different another." Through methods of sociodrama and group analysis
we will try to show the fantasy nature of these versions and question them. The workshop includes
theoretical reflections of the leaders on the topic.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Antoaneta Mateeva has an MA in Clinical Social Work (New Bulgarian University) and PhD in PsychoSocial Studies (University of the West of England). She is a lecturer at the New Bulgarian University at
the Department of Health and Social Work.
She consults and supervises processes of development and change in public sector organizations,
businesses, supporting professions and education.
A special place in her practice is taken by interactive approaches to study the unconscious processes
in individuals, groups and communities (social dreaming, social photomatrix, conference on group
relations, etc.).
Antoaneta Mateeva is a member of ISPSO (International Society for Psychoanalytic study of
organizations) and OPUS (Organisation for Promotion of public understanding).
Zlatko Teoharov a psychodrama therapist, group analyst and leader of groups at the Training
Institute IAG Bonn, Germany, a lecturer at NBU /Artistic psycho-social practices and psychodrama/
and EFHD, Germany. Chairman of the Managing Board of the Foundation "Institute of Psychology of
the groups." Translations and publications in Bulgarian and German in the field of psychotherapy,
psychosocial practice and philosophy.

6.
PRESENTERS: Boryana Angelova, Kristina Simeonova
WORKSHOP: Celebration of failure
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
“There is nothing wrong in celebration of success. But it's important to learn the lessons of failure." Bill Gates
If you love learning, we invite you to learn, but also to celebrate the biggest lessons, together. To
honor our harshest teachers - fails.
Is the failure really a failure?
The life of each of us can be represented as a line of all small and big things, that we have achieved.
We remember our past years mainly with the significant positive events and with the negative
periods of loss and failure.
We can proudly say what we have learned from failures only after the emotion has been faded. And
then, if we decide, we can try again. But usually we forget to reward ourselves and to honor our
teacher - our failure and the knowledge that it brings to us. Namely the failures - professional and/or
personal, have taught us what and how we want to achieve.
And what are the gifts of your failure?

Within this workshop we will explore and celebrate failure through psychodrama techniques.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Boryana Angelova
Bachelor degree in Psychology in New Bulgarian University. In process of certification on
psychodrama assistant in Institute for Psychodrama Practices “Chiron”, trainers: Kalina Boyadjieva
and Georgi Damyanov. Experienced in working with: children and adults with different addictions;
employees that are victims of suicide incidents together with their families; children with disabilities.
Kristina Simeonova
Forthcoming certification for bachelor’s degree in psychology in New Bulgarian University. I am
Psychodrama assistant and currently in a class for Psychodrama Director (Institute for Psychodrama
Practices “Chiron”, trainers: Kalina Boyadjieva and Georgi Damyanov). Experienced in working with
drug and alcohol addictions in the therapeutic community “Octava”. Experienced as psychosocial
worker in the “Mother and baby” unit within the "Animus Association" Foundation.

7.
PRESENTER: David Ieroham, MD
WORKSHOP: Psychodrama without a Topic
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: The pre-conceived topic always changes in the process of
psychodramatic exploration as the participants find themselves at a completely new place and with
new ideas. This is my personal understanding of the nature of psychotherapeutic process as well as
of psychodrama. The performance will last 120 minutes and as fewer participants will be there as
better
it
will
be
for
the
workshop
leader.
The workshop is designed for participants with some practical experience interested in befriending
their own emotional experiences.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

David Ieroham, MD is psychodrama-therapists and psychiatrist. Founder and President of
Psychotherapy 2000 Foundation—member of the Federation of European Psychodrama Training
Organizations (FEPTO). Lecturer at the MA programme in Artistic Psycho-social Practices and
Psychodrama of NBU. Co-founder and member of the Managing Board of the Bulgarian Society of
Group Analysis and Group Processes (www.groupanalysis-bg.org). Publications in the field of
psychotherapy and culture.

8.
PRESENTER: Inna Braneva
WORKSHOP: The Death like Somebody
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
This is not a light or a funny workshop. In our Life
it happens that we lose somebody. Somebody
who is close to us.
Meetings with the Death – the real death; or a
death in our imaginations.
This workshop will be an exploration of a part of
questions and experiences which we have; or we
imagine. In the times when we lose somebody.
Or in times that we lose ourselves.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Psychodrama therapist. Leader of relational
psychomotor activities. Since 2003 she works in
the field of professional training and supervision;
she provides psychological consultations and
psychotherapeutic work with children and
adults; trainings for personal development. Main training themes: “Art therapy”; “Working in a
team, working on a case”; “Relational psychomotor activities”; “Working with parents”; “working
with children with difficulties in their development”, etc. Co-author of methodics for working with
children on the basis of psychodrama and relational psychomotor activities. Script-writer – co-author
of two feature movies.
Interested in the tangent points of psychodrama with the art, dances, social work, self-study and
development. In the manifestations of the play, and from the psychic in real life, meeting between
persons and cultures, mental boundaries, balance and authenticity.

9.
PRESENTER: Inna Braneva
WORKSHOP: A Love Fairy Tale
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Sometimes it seems that love is something elemental. Diffucult to describe.
It happens to us. Or not. "There was once a boy who met a girl. The boy was a true hero, and every
day he brought a dragon head to his princess ….The boy was so carried away by this to show how
much he loved his princes that he did not notice how gradually shewas disappearing behind the
mountain of dragon heads. Until one day she was not there ... ".

Each of us has his own story about love.
Invented in those times when we were
always heroes. Expanded, remodeled,
forgotten, rejected and embraced again.
Some of these stories come true, and
bring us much joy. Others come true,
and throw us into a trap, repeating the
same story, love after love, relationship
after relationship.
In this workshop we will explore our
stories ... We will tell tales ...
And we will invent sequels - what tale of
love do we have her and now.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Psychodrama therapist. Leader of
relational psychomotor activities. Since
2003 she works in the field of
professional training and supervision;
she provides psychological consultations
and psychotherapeutic work with
children and adults; trainings for
personal development. Main training
themes: “Art therapy”; “Working in a
team, working on a case”; “Relational
psychomotor activities”; “Working with
parents”; “working with children with difficulties in their development”, etc. Co-author of methodics
for working with children on the basis of psychodrama and relational psychomotor activities. Scriptwriter – co-author of two feature movies.
Interested in the tangent points of psychodrama with the art, dances, social work, self-study and
development. In the manifestations of the play, and from the psychic in real life, meeting between
persons and cultures, mental boundaries, balance and authenticity.

10.
PRESENTERS: Kalina Stamenova, Petar Tzikalov
WORKSHOP: Bodyguard and/or terrorist-investigating objects relations in groups on stage
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: Unconscious phantasies often colour our perception of everyday
reality. The aim of the workshop is to investigate the concepts of splitting, projection and projective
identification as intrapsychic as well as inter subjective processes in groups. The workshop uses the
psychoanalytic understanding of unconscious processes and the instruments of psychodrama to
illustrate some of the defence mechanisms.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Kalina Stamenova is a Psychodrama Assistant Director.
Petar Tzikalov is a Psychodrama Therapist and Trainer. He is a member of the Bulgarian Society for
Psychodrama and Group Therapy.

11.

PRESENTER: Kristina Nenova
WORKSHOP: The road of desire
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
We could say that we are born of desire. Our relationship with desire began at an early age, but what
happens to it in time? The workshop will enable us to explore the way the desire is present in
different periods of life. What could happen to our relationship with desire when we act in various
roles such as children, parents, partners, professionals? What could enrich and challenge our
relationship with desire in time?

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Kristina Nenova is psychologist and psychodrama psychotherapist. She is working at Animus
Association Foundation. Kristina used psychodrama method in group activities with children and
teenagers on the topics related to school bullying and other forms of violence. She works actively
with the topic of mental health promotion and children’s participation – empowering youths on the
topics which concern them. Kristina is interested on the way the method could be useful for
prevention of hate speech. Kristina is also interested on the way the transgenerational traumatic
experience influenced the life of societies.

12.
PRESENTER: Lyudmila Velichkova
WORKSHOP: Myself, the instrument
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: With the proposed workshop the leading lady hopes to share with
you some views, experiences of the transfer and connection.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER: Lyudmila Velichkova is a clinical psychologist,
psychoanalytical psychotherapist, psychodrama assistant.

13.
PRESENTERS: Malen Malenov, Svetozar Dimitrov

WORKSHOP: The end of the beginning. The place of separation in the life cycle of the group.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
The end of the beginning. The place of separation in the life cycle of the group.
Our main question is: Can the trainings and spontaneity teach us not only how to meet, but also how
to leave? We would like to examine this issue both from existential and from group-dynamic and
sociometric perspective. It will be given a special place on the way the leader develops sensitivity on
this subject and how to actively enter it in the process.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Malen Malenov
Psychologist, Psychodrama-therapist and Trainer at DEA Psychodrama Institute, Psychoanalytic
Candidate at the Bulgarian Psychoanalytical Society. Lecturer at the NBU, MA Artistic Psychosocial
Practices & Psychodrama and BA Psychology Taught in English. He has work experience with anxiety
and depressive states, personality disorders and substance abuse, problems related to emotional
development in childhood and adolescence. Interests: psychosomatics, psychotic and autistic states
of the personality, sociodrama and playback-theatre, theatre and music improvisation.
Svetozar Dimitrov
Master of degree in clinical psychology; academic assistant in psychology in university of Burgas;
educated psychodrama-director, member of educating board of psychodrama –institute
“Psychotherapy 2000” for Burgas; psychodrama-director of group for emotional development in
Burgas;
Psychodrama activities: director of outpatient supporting group for people with schizophrenic
disorder; facilitator of workshops for children from institutions, part of program “Art for social
change”; director of psychodrama roll training group for teenagers from institutions; facilitaqting of
process in therapeutic group, focusing on second generation victims of torture and political survivals;
individual and group psychotherapy practice; psychotherapist activity with drug-addicted and in
residual institution for psychotic patients.
Actual interests in sociodramatic work in middle and big groups; usage of psychodrama in student
education and applied qualification of teachers

14.
PRESENTERS: Nevena Borissova, Tsvetelina Gospodinova
WORKSHOP: The Matter of Change of the Individual in Psychodrama
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Here we think of change not related to our positive experiences when such evoke but in connection
to situations of loss, times of uncertainty, separation and decay. Those cause our resistance and
trigger anxiety and fear. They prevent us from gaining new experience and do not allow us even
daring to guess how to continue once the conflict is resolved. Or what if it is not? The workshop
addresses and searches for answers of these questions through the means of drama—exploring
one’s subjective truth in the action and encounter.
The participants will have the possibility to explore the matter of change through contributing with
own proposals, dramatizing and playing in scenes offered by the workshop leaders.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Nevena Borissova is psychodrama-therapist and artist with an extensive experience in working with
marginalized community groups, institutionalized children and young people as well as in various
educational projects and initiatives.

Tsvetelina Gospodinova is psychodrama-therapist and group analyst with broad experience in work
with institutionalized children, homeless children and young people and in clinical work with groups
and patients. Lecturer at the MA programme in Artistic Psycho-social Practices and Psychodrama at
the New Bulgarian University and Lyuben Groys Theatre College.
The workshop leaders are part of the team of the Psychodrama Institute ‘The Red House Centre for
Culture and Debate’—member of the Federation of European Psychodrama Training Organizations
(FEPTO).

15.
PRESENTERS: Dr Plamen Dimitrov, RODC, Iskra Miteva, Boris Tilov
WORKSHOP: Psychodrama/Sociodrama in Action on the territory of managerial training and
organizational consulting
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Suggested workshop is a part of the thematic work of the author in the areas of managerial groupdynamics psycho-training and organizational consulting. Various aspects of this work put in front of
psychodrama/sociodrama/sociometry, issues like:
How psychodrama helps managers and organizations to become more authentic and reflective
in their experiences, actions and interactions?
How psychodrama timespace ensures reflective environment for coming into action of the
corrective-transformative factors (as insight, catharsis and interpersonal learning) in
management training and organizational consulting?
When and How affective self-expression, interpersonal exchange, group processes and relations,
expanded self-awareness and authentic presence in training programs and team and
organization development projects contribute to the change and engagement of participants
with their primary working task.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Dr. Plamen Dimitrov is a consultant in group-dynamic psychotraining for managers, team and
organizational development, and social psychologist who uses in his practice since 1992
psychodrama, sociometry and sociodrama. He is a chairman of the Society of Psychologists in
Bulgaria since 2001. Detailed information in English:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/drplamendimitrov/
Iskra Miteva has a Master’s degree in Psychology with specializations in Occupational-organizational
and Clinical Psychology at Sofia University - St. Kliment Ohridski.
More than 10 years she works in the field of psychodrama. It helps her both the in her work as
organizational psychologist in conducting business trainings, and in the psychological counseling of
adults, children and families. Strangely, but it helps her even in court - to defend better her
psychological expertise.
The interest of Iskra in psychodrama is so comprehensive that she is looking at it both in cognitive,
i.e. behavioral, and in psychoanalytic perspective.
Soon, she is about to finish this long and extraordinary educational journey and she is going to
graduate as a psychodrama therapist.

16.
PRESENTER: Svetlina Koleva
WORKSHOP: Mornings are wiser than evenings

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Trying to make mine this estranged space. Carefully, and even timidly, I put there those objects, that
probably only for me are so special and full with meaning. I don’t know whether I am there now, but
I can go if I want to...Because mornings are wiser than evenings.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Svetlina Koleva is a psychologist and a certified psychodrama-therapist at Foundation
“Psychotherapy 2000”. She is a therapist with private practice and leads a psychodrama group for
self-experience. She works as an assistant professor in developmental psychology at Sofia University
“St. Kliment Ohridski”, also as part of the Master’s Program “Child and Adolescent Psychology”,
teaching a special course “Work with Groups”.

17.
PRESENTER: Svetozar Dimitrov
WORKSHOP: Meeting the chronicle psychiatric patient in psychodramatic atelier
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
The workshop is continue of represented issue about applying of psychodramatic method in work
with chronic psychiatric patients from social institution. The process will focus on receiving the will
for meeting as a patient’s request in individual psychodramatic atelier and the special place of
dubbling as way for developing the meeting and opening a opportunities for re-integration of
different fragments personal history back in the space of subjective stage.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Svetozar Dimitrov
Master of degree in clinical psychology; academic assistant in psychology in university of
Burgas; educated psychodrama-director, member of educating board of psychodrama –institute
“Psychotherapy 2000” for Burgas; psychodrama-director of group for emotional development in
Burgas;
Psychodrama activities: director of outpatient supporting group for people with
schizophrenic disorder; facilitator of workshops for children from institutions, part of program “Art
for social change”; director of psychodrama roll training group for teenagers from institutions;
facilitaqting of process in therapeutic group, focusing on second generation victims of torture and
political survivals; individual and group psychotherapy practice; psychotherapist activity with drugaddicted and in residual institution for psychotic patients.

Actual interests in sociodramatic work in middle and big groups; usage of psychodrama in
student education and applied qualification of teachers

18.
PRESENTER: Tzvetelina Iossifova
WORKSHOP: The Picture of Some-thing and No-thing in Psychodrama
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
This workshop explores the images and pictures that group members import into the common text—
instead of or as a description of own experiences. How these images are manifested in the
protagonist’s request? How they are afterwards turned into the interpretation—of the individual and
group situation? The focus is on thinking and feeling in images, pictures and scenes that the
participants will be incited to. This creates a primary figurative stratum—some/thing—that remains
with no name, unknown and unused—no/thing in the group process. Residing and holding in the
unknown further rewards with opening of the process towards deeper insights of oneself connecting
the images with words and meanings they create.
The workshop deals with thinking and feeling in images (pictures) and their transformation into the
action and text of the psychodramatic performance.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Tzvetelina Iossifova is psychodrama-therapists and group analyst with individual and group practice.
Founder and Chairperson of The Red House Centre for Culture and Debate—member of the
Federation of European Psychodrama Training Organizations (FEPTO). Lecturer at the MA
programme in Artistic Psycho-social Practices and Psychodrama of NBU.Co-founder and Chairperson
of the Managing Board of the Bulgarian Society of Group Analysis and Group Processes
(www.groupanalysis-bg.org). Publications in the field of psychotherapy, arts and culture.

19.
PRESENTER: Vesselin Somlev
WORKSHOP: Management, Education and Psychoanalysis – the three impossible professions of S.
Freud
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: The workshop aims on the subject (Psychodrama therapist,
Manager, Teacher) and its “objective” relations with the group he or she engages and in front of
which respectively present the role. The dynamics will stress on the Psychodrama therapist role (but
do not exclude manager, teacher), its “desire” and the forms it takes as an expression towards the
Protagonist (the other). The workshop will explore this desire and what is “the impossible” in these
professions.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Vesselin Somlev
Psychodramatist with 14 years of experience. Co-leading in two training
groups. Professional experience as a manager, trainer and teacher. An
emerging psychoanalyst at BSLP (Bulgarian Society for Lacanian
Psychoanalysis).

.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................

MIXING SPACES PROGRAMME*

1.
PRESENTER: Alex Oma-Pius FRSA
WORKSHOP: IROKO Djembelody
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

IROKO Djembelody has been specially developed to use group music-making as a vehicle for
revitalising both the body and mind. The programme uses hands-on music workshop activities
involving live traditional African rhythmic drumming, gentle movement exercises, singing and
chanting to encourage group interaction and enable participants to learn how to use basic musicmaking to ‘drum-away’ the symptoms of stress and help keep anxiety and worries at bay! Ideal for
enhancing participants’ physical and emotional health and wellbeing e.g. coordination, mobility,
circulation, muscular strength, flexibility, etc. Filled with fun and excitement, participants will leave
the workshop feeling rejuvenated, uplifted and motivated to face a new day.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Alex Oma-Pius FRSA (Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, England), holds an MA (Dramatic
Arts)degree from the National Academy of Theatre & Film Arts (NATFA), Sofia, Bulgaria. Alex is the

Founder and Artistic Director of IROKO Theatre-in-Education Company, a registered charity in
England, founded since 1996.
Alex devises the performances and workshops of IROKO in various venues across the UK and he leads
the company’s Continued Professional Development (CPD) training for teachers, librarians, heritage
officers and people working within the mental health sector. Most recently, he designed the course
work that secured IROKO the National Open College Network (NOCN) accreditation for its training
programme in African Theatre of The Everyday and IROKO Djembelody as an alternative method of
relaxing body, mind and soul, using music.
Alex has worked and continues to work as a Consultant for renowned British institutions like the BBC,
the Royal Shakespeare Company, The British Museum and the Museum of London where he isalso a
freelance tutor on Object Handling. He currently delivers workshops in various universities in Britain,
introducing students to African theatre and drama as part of their World Theatre Studies
programme.
Alex’s contribution to the cultural life of the United Kingdom has been recognised by various bodies,
notably the award he received from Mayor of London for his “outstanding contribution to the
cultural life of Londoners”.
IROKO Theatre Company, founded since 1996, is a registered charity in England. The company use
the arts and heritage as a vehicle to advance the education, health and wellbeing of members of the
public. To achieve this, we provide resources and hold training, research, exhibitions, workshops and
performances using African theatre methods incorporating oral storytelling, drama, music and dance.
IROKO’s work takes place in venues such as schools (including Special Educational Needs), Young
Offenders’ Institutes, prisons, community centres, libraries, hospitals, museums, etc. For example,
our work in schools is designed to use the arts to enhance the overall educational, mental and
emotional development of the pupils. The company also holds Continued Professional Development
(CPD) and Team Building workshops for teachers, librarians, heritage officers, people working within
the mental health sector and other establishments in the UK. IROKO’s work touches the lives of
approximately 25,000 people per year.
IROKO is funded on a project by project basis while some of its work are funded through direct
bookings by schools and other organisations and institutions.
Our philosophy is that our work should stimulate, inspire, educate and at the same time, it should be
fun.

2.
PRESENTERS: Bella Dinkova, Marieta Petrova
WORKSHOP: "Orient Express" - a journey to past relationships
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Have you been somewhere else in your thoughts sometimes, on places bygone, places where you
have experienced past relationships, places where you've been with people who have provoked
strong emotions in you, spreading from the first thrill and desire passing through the confusion and
doubt reaching crisis and anger? Sometimes people want to erase their memories, sometimes they
remember their past and the pleasure they have felt and in other situations secretly dream to revive
past relationship. For some it is invaluable experience from which they have learned conclusions and
are ready to move forward. Have you had unspoken words which are very hard to be spoken? Have
you ever wished to send a letter to someone from your past, a letter that can pave the way for your
present? The relationship train travels passing through the emotional stations in life - way filled with
experiences - sweet or bitter but always true and authentic. Do you want to take this route? Do you
carry any luggage? Where will take you the train?
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Bella Dinkova – clinical psychologist, master degree - Sofia University “St. Kl. Ohridski”; accomplished
assistant level in method psychodrama – Institute of psychodrama, individual and group
psychotherapy „Bernhard Achterberg“; psychologist in Animus Association Foundation, working with
children and adolescents.
Marieta Petrova – psychologist, bachelor degree - Sofia University “St. Kl. Ohridski”; accomplished
assistant level in method psychodrama – Institute of psychodrama, individual and group
psychotherapy „Bernhard Achterberg“; trainee in Cognitive behavioral therapy.

3.
PRESENTER: Darinka Pushkariova
WORKSHOP: OrpheHyron – Soul on Pause
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY: Is there a synergy between
some elements of Active Music Therapy and Psychodrama?
Invitation: How to define, share and experience together our
inner “pauses”. Is nonverbal language silent?
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Darinka Pushkariova
Experience in psychodrama, or practicing method: Psychodrama Assistant;
Master in Music Therapy
Organization: Psychodrama Practices Area “Something mine”; Leaders:
Nikolay Zlatev and Adriyana Chukalova

4.
PRESENTER: Desislava Daskalova
WORKSHOP: Art-therapy techniques with women and couples expecting a child.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

We live in a time in which different psychological way we can help expectant mothers and their
partners.
Actively developing practical work carried out and a number of researches in the field of prenatal
psychology.
There are certain physiological changes that occur in women during the period while they expect a
child.
On the one hand, this is lability, emotional sensitivity, impulsiveness or as it is called some emotional
infantilization.
In this workshop we will introduce a standard method based on art therapy and various forms of
psychological and educational techniques for working with pregnant women and couples expecting a
child.
In the groups that lead not to allow the expression of complex or negative feelings.
Here we are working with maintaining a positive attitude and try any manifestation of anxiety to be
recast.
In these groups we present basic information about the process of childbirth and interference
without working on topics desired by mothers.
The ability to express their feelings and their own present in art therapy over other forms of
psychological support, in particular in the drawings, provides the expression of emotions thanks to
reflection and discussion of the drawings activates the potential of empathy in the group.
Using different creative activities in preparation for motherhood has ancient cultural roots.
For many people the expectation of the child is related to collective singing or handiwork.
So mothers filled perinatal and lower your anxiety during this period communicate in a positive way
with the child.
This tradition helps mothers to establish a relationship with the child even before its very birth.
This allows them through the symbolic to protect it and to determine the fortune which in turn
contributes to the harmonious and positive condition of the pregnant woman.
Our goal is through group or individual work to develop creative abilities of prospective parents to
care for their personal growth, to lower their anxiety to improve partner relationships in the pair to
work on the image of the child and prepare customers for the new family roles.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Every one of us once was a child. Thus, there is a child in every adult, a child who wants to know the
world and find oneself in it. This child wants to play and get pleasure, to be helped in tough
moments, to be taken care of. When I realized how important for a person the childhood experience
is, I chose to become a child psychologist. I am thankful to my family for their endless love and
support, because today I can do what I like most.
I graduated from Plovdiv University “Paisii Hilendarski”, MD in
Consulting Psychology and specialized in Clinical Psychology. I
continued my education with modules in psycho diagnosis, art
therapy, approaches for working with children with aggressive
behavior, systematic work approach with families, etc. I am still
continuing my training in Cognitive behavioral therapy. My university
teachers, personal therapy and the workshops on the methods for
guiding the reality have helped me to work out my own individual
style of psychological consulting. What guides me in my work is the
love for people, the belief in the endless human potential, the
eagerness for development and my optimism.
My patients are children. Their experiences are more significant than
everything else. Their interests are the most important. But the
problems lie not only in the children alone. As a specialist I work with the family as well. I help
parents to understand what happens with their children and provide conditions by opening
“protected space” for harmonious development of the kids and give them the opportunity to start
living their own life.

5.
PRESENTERS: Georgi Stankov, Georgi Vlaykov, Ilina Konakchieva
WORKSHOP: LARP-drama
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Psychodrama and LARP (Life Action Role Playing) use roles in many different ways, but is it possible
for them to have something in common? The choice of roles and building character is not only a
game. They are a reflection of the way we see ourselves in the world around us, and sometimes the
game is only experimental and allowed media to express different internal mental processes.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
• Georgi Stankov is a psychologist and psychodrama therapist and his professional interests follow
his personal quests: interests: how people and communities can live better. The answers he finds in
activities such as development of the identity capital, community development, civic participation,
informal education and lifelong learning. Role as co-moderator: cultural preserve.
• Georgi Vlaykov graduated chemistry and it helps him when working with different teams to find
the right formula of team effectiveness. In addition to being recognized as one of the best volunteers
- firefighters in Bulgaria, he organizes trainings and teambuilding and he is looking for the
philosopher's stone. Role as co-moderator: Hunger Action.
• Ilina Konakchieva is a political scientist and social analyst, but among Larpersis known as Helen, the
mother of LARP. In LARPS she could visit the remotest corners of the subconscious world where
Shadow rules and catharsis is unattainable dream for the neurotic self. Role in the team:
Spontaneous creativity.

6.
PRESENTERS: Ina Gerginova, Alexander Evtimov - Shamancheto
WORKSHOP: Emotional culture and teaching it whith Playback Theatre
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

The workshop will ask and answer the following questions: What is emotional culture?
Why is it important? How Playback Theatre will achieve practical education of
emotional culture?
The workshop will be experiential, in a game, form, the participants will feel the effect
in themselves and together we will find the answers to the above asked questions through personal experience, immersion in the another and Playback theater methods.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:

Ina Gerginova graduated the National Academy
for Theatre and Film Arts – Krastyo Sarafovin
2013, with Major Theatre of the Movement - Dance
Theatre. In 2015, she graduated Master’s degree in
“Artistic
Psycho-Social
Practices
and
Psychodrama”, New Bulgarian University, with
Master's thesis "Dance and theatre in the creative
group process as a catalyst for the development of
“Me, my body”, in blind young people."
She is an actress in playback theatre "Here and Now" from the creation of the theatrical
group in 2013. She participated in numerous independent dance projects with DanCine,
Dune, Atom theatre and others. Ina works professionally with dance and theatre since
2010. Since, 2013 she has been teaching contemporary dance to dance lovers in
different halls in the capital, and in the last two years she is working with artistic means
and socially-oriented projects (V.I.O.S.I.O.N. Erasmus +). She participates in numerous

competitions, theatrical and dance workshops (with professors from USA, UK, Spain,
Netherlands, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Switzerland, Brazil, etc.), programs, seminars,
projects and festivals. She works with artists from other fields of contemporary arts
(mostly representatives of the music scene – Big Banda, Sapaev Quartet, Ivan Shopov
/Cooh, Balkansky/, etc.
Ina Gerginova is an independent artist and defines herself as an agent of change.

Alexander Evtimov-Shamancheto has been a psychodrama therapist
and psychotherapist for over 10 years now.

7.
PRESENTER: Ivan Pavlov
WORKSHOP: Dance of shapes and forms in art therapy
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:

Art therapy differs from other forms of psychotherapy by the presence of a triangular process
among the client, the therapist and the image or the created product. A very important aspect when
working with the tools of art is the ability for visual contact with the finished product. Product, which
is a consequence, but it is also a beginning the deployment of often invisible to the human
psychological resources. The methods of art are a most powerful tool for psychotherapeutic work.
They can be utilized with a large range of clients, suffering various disturbances. They can also be
made use of for developing the creative potential and for the aims of personal growth. Art therapy
can be applied separately or as a supplement within a broad range of institutional contexts. The
participants in this workshop will have the opportunity to involve in art therapeutic techniques
through making a drawing and exploring their own emotional experience and discoveries.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

Ivan Pavlov – Bulgarian Association of Art Therapy, Psychotherapeutic
Institute for Social Ecology of the Personality, psychologist, systemic
family therapist, systemic art therapist. I work in the State Psychiatric
Hospital for treatment of drug addiction and alcoholism.
Private psychotherapy practice with families.

8.
PRESENTERS: Ivan Stoyanov, Konstantin Kuchev, Alexander Evtimov - Shamancheto
WORKSHOP: Music improvisation: “The Labyrinth of Music”
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
We strongly believe that there is a deep connection between the act of improvising with music and
the ability to “listen” to others. We live in a digital age where everything happens way too fast for us
to understand, to stop, to pause, to try and “listen” to the other. Music improvisation is a new way of
communicating with the others within the group, but at the same time is a new way of
communicating with your own self – getting in touch with your own emotions and inner impulses. To
improvise with others means to believe others, to trust them, to let them guide you inside their own
personal labyrinth of music.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:

Alexander Evtimov-Shamancheto has been a psychodrama therapist and psychotherapist for over 10
years now.

Konstantin Kuchev graduated pop and jazz singing at
the National Music Academy "Pancho Vladigerov",
author of music for many theatrе productions.

Ivan Stoyanov has graduated from the program
“Artistic psychosocial practices and Psychodrama” and
has been attending a psychodrama group for the past
one year.

9.
PRESENTERS: Milena Petreska, Paulina Varbаnova
WORKSHOP: OH, dreams
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Exploring dreams with association cards.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
Presenters are participating in second level – psychodrama director and graduated psychodrama
assistants as part of Institute for psychodrama practices Chiron under supervision of Kalina
Boyadjieva and Georgi Damyanov. Milena and Paulina co-created a workshop presenting
psychodrama method and staged it at Beglika fest and at Third Psychodrama Festival. Their
aspiration is integrating the method through teenagers and people starving for personal
investigation.

10.
PRESENTER: Rositsa Bozhkova -Mihaylova
WORKSHOP: The birth – door to life
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
The birth is extremely important
event in our life not only
because through it we come to
this world, but because by the
way we are born and we are
welcomed we construct our core
beliefs. Although our conscious
do not remember this very early
event, it is sealed in our
subconscious and an important
part from our self still sees the
world through the eyes of the
newborn. Therefore answers
from this time to the questions
“”Who I am, Do I have value,
What is my identity?” have such
a big impact on l our life today.
In this workshop we will try to look into those early memories, to recognize them as our invisible but
important companions, to honor and released them.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Rositsa Bozhkova -Mihaylova
Psychologist, doula, yoga instructor, Childbirth educator, facilitator of
groups for self-development and courses for pregnancy and
childbirth, author of the book “While I and you are one”, founder of
the studio for self development Yantra. Interests, studies and
observations in the field of prenatal and perinatal psychology.

11.
PRESENTER: Rossitza Chernokozheva
WORKSHOP: Become like children! Bibliodrama.
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
The Bibliodrama is a window towards the Bible and at the same time a mirror in which the
participants recognize themselves in. It is a philosophy of the dialog and the meeting. Religious,
intercultural dialog and personal contacts. The identification with biblical events, people, imagery,
symbols is an approach to deeper layers of our essence. The workshop studies the truth about the
human, our existential searches and overcoming of the personality discomfort. Through roleplaying
games and psychodramatic vignettes, on the basis of the children’s literature and biblical texts, is
achieved the point of intersection between primordial and modern.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Rossitza Chernokozheva works in the Institute for Literature – Bulgarian Academy of Sciences. She
has a Master’s degree in “Artistic psycho-social practices and psychodrama”. She’s a psychodramaassistant in Foundation “Psychotherapy 2000”. Field of interests: children’s literature, philosophy.
She works in the field of applied psychoanalysis – psychoanalytical readings of literature, children’s
literature. Conducts seminars with children and teachers. Currently works on a Doctor’s thesis “The
Bulgarian children’s literature. Psychoanalytical readings.”

12.
PRESENTER: Snezhanka Soyanova
WORKSHOP: Art session entitled "Monster"
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
Participants explore issues and behaviors that lead them to failure. It allows to design the fears and
disorders on the sculptures. The objectives include problem solving and gaining greater selfawareness.
This session meets us again meeting with the shadow. Shadow is our unlitmental part, and studying
it can make us masters themselves. It contains enormous potential, deep knowledge and wisdom,
the realization of which is a prerequisite for building integrity and centering in yourself.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Snezhanka Soyanova
Sculptor and painter, stage designer, PhD student at
the National Academy of Art, Major “Psychology of
art, general education disciplines and art education”.

13.
PRESENTER: Stoil Atanasov
WORKSHOP: Discomfort zone
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY:
The Discomfort Zone – you have
never been there at your will
and you can never be. The
psychodrama is a pillbox with no
door. Poor you - you are already
inside. Your only chance is to
wait for somebody to stand up
in front of the loop-hole. I will
give you that chance.
You can leave the workshop
whenever you like, but it is
strongly recommended not to
do it before the leader does.
Nobody will take care of the
protagonists, the only way to
save them is to sacrifice yourself.

This is a war, not a reality show. Hugs and tissues are not to be used.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Stoil Atanasov
Forthcoming graduation as a psychodrama leader from
“Psychotherapy 2000” Foundation. He’s been engaged in
physical theatre and psychodrama for more than 15
years. The creator of DING. Loves eating people.

.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................

PRESENTATION OF POSTER SESSION*
(FREE ENTRY)

POSTER SESSION:
„Psychologist and Psychotherapist – Regulated professions in the EU, and...why not in Republic of
Bulgaria
PRESENTER:
Dr Plamen Dimitrov, RODC
is a consultant in group-dynamic psychotraining for managers, team and organizational
development, and social psychologist who uses in his practice since 1992 psychodrama, sociometry
and sociodrama. He is a chairman of the Society of Psychologists in Bulgaria since 2001. Detailed
information in English:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/drplamendimitrov/

.............................................................
.............................................................
.............................................................

GENERAL SESSIONS *
(FREE ENTRY)

1.
PRESENTERS:
Alexander Evtimov – Shamancheto
Konstantin Kuchev
Ina Gerginova, Yanitza Atanasova, Violina Vasileva, Vasil Spasov, Mina Vaneva

GENERAL SESSION:
Playback Theatre “Here and
Now”
SUMMARY :
Playback Theatre “Here and
Now”- the theatre of your
story
What’s playback theatre?
Come and see for yourself! It’s
hard to explain it, because
every performance is unique
and
every
participant
experiences it differently. In
improvisation theatre style,
trough
spontaneity
and
creativity we play back your
story seconds after you tell itand beyond this you decide
which actor plays what role.
Also you choose to participate or just to watch the performance. In any case you have the
opportunity to see yourself from outside in. To leave your comfort zone and to understand
experiences and feelings of others. And to connect with your own in a different way. You can have
fun, laugh, get sad or to be moved- the pallet of emotions in every performance is motley and
various. You can get angry or nervous, you can get cheerful or experience catharsis- in every case you
won’t be indifferent. Playback theatre is like life itself- colorful, varied and unpredictable. Playback
Theatre “Here and Now”- look at life from different angle!
Playback theatre “Here and Now”- the theatre of your story.
Almost 40 years playback theatre gives space for encounter trough art, spontaneity and creativity. In
Bulgaria this type of theatre is not familiar but we believe it’s time to get out of shadow and to
become popular here in time when we need tolerance, understanding and integrity more than ever.
With its psychodrama roots playback theatre get-together art and psychology. It’s place either for
fun, insights or catharsis. It gives us opportunity to leave our comfort zone, to challenge ourselves or
just to know that we’re not alone, that our feelings and experiences can be shared and understood.
With every performance playback theatre weaves thread in the clothe of unity, mutuality and
authenticity. I’m pleasantly surprised. I haven’t seen anything like this. I’ve expected something
pleasant and interesting, but I’m charmed. You gave me more than I expected. I’m very impressed by
the concept. I’m impressed that I laugh and I cried. If you ask me this is theatre! I don’t know if this
was theatre…..No, it was! It had a lot of psychology in it. It touched me! The most exciting thing that
happened to me for the last couple of weeks! Congratulations! In my opinion everyone must see
playback performance, because it’s a new experience and because it challenges you to go to the

stage and share something personal. A person can fell strong emotions and can be a part of the
performance. And also to feel something different from everyday life. My impression of the actors is
excellent I think they support each other very well. This not exactly theatre. Someone probably will
say that’s not exactly theatre. But it think it is, because interacts with audience very well. It’s unique
every time. It never repeats itself. You can feel it even better than the conventional theatre. You see
different aspects of the story you’ve missed or saw differently than. I highly recommend it! Your
playback company is really good. Find out more at theatrehereandnow@wordpress.com
Facebook: Playback Theatre “Here and Now” Playback Theatre “Here and Now”- where the magic
happens.

2.
PRESENTER: Elena Evstatieva
GENERAL SESSION: The station platform, the train and the compartment: the arriving one

– another leaving
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Elena Evstatieva/Yoncheva is a psychodrama therapist, graduate of the full educational

course in psychodrama at the Institute for Psychodrama and Individual and Group
Psychotherapy “Bernhard Achtenberg”. Since 2009 she is a full-fledged member of the
Bulgarian Association for Psychodrama and Group Therapy. She has presented her
work with the method at: Workshop “Dimensions of the time for intrapsychic change in
psychodrama and the other therapeutic and training methods for group work””, with
presenters Lyudmila Marinova and Elena Ebstatieva (Yoncheva), (Second National
Conference “Psychodrama meets Psychodrama”, November 2009, city of Sofia); And
Workshop “Spychodrama and institutions: group process and meta-process”, with
presenter Elena Ebstatieva (Yoncheva), (Jubilee conference “”Invitation for a meeting …
10 years later” at Institute for Psychodrama and Individual and Group Psychotherapy
“Bernhard Achtenberg”, March 2014).

Chairman of the Managing board of the Bulgarian Society of psychodrama and group
therapy and board member of PF Bulgaria.

3.
PRESENTER: Lyudmila Velichkova
GENERAL SESSION: The poem of the other in me
SUMMARY :
The poem of the other in me
This is a challenge to you, me, us ...
I hope it brings surprise caused by the feelings and the meeting, to open the door through which to
look.
I would like to invite you with a few verses of Carl Sandburg ...
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

The poem of the other in me
This is a challenge to you, me, us ...
I hope it brings surprise caused by the feelings and the meeting, to open the door
through which to look.
I would like to invite you with a few verses of Carl Sandburg ...
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Lyudmila Velichkova is a clinical psychologist, psychoanalytical psychotherapist, psychodrama
assistant.

4.
PRESENTER: Mila Tsalova
GENERAL SESSION: Psychodrama and laughter
SUMMARY :

Welcome to the cheerful morning warm-up!
The idea is to open the topic of how important is physical warm-up for psychodrama.

The plan is to get together, get to know each other, to get in touch with your body, to contact the
group, to laugh. Then in three consecutive rings to share experiences during the workshop, our
relations with laugh in our everyday life ... and our expectations for the day.
If there is a time and a desire by the group to open space for sharing information and thoughts about
the meaning and methods of physical warm-up in psychodrama, the meaning and methods of
training role plasticity, the sense of pace and energy of the group and others.
Part of the workshop will consist of classical Laughter Yoga exercises. In addition to being a
psychodramatist, the leader is a certified instructor Laughter Yoga.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Mila Tsalova is a PhD student in social philosophy, psychodrama assistant professor at Sofia
University St. Kliment Ohridski. She specializes in “Philosophy with children” and “Psychodrama with
children”, she has interests in the field of organizational psychology, methods stimulating
spontaneity, creativeness and creative thinking. She provides courses and trainings with children and
adults.

5.
PRESENTER: Svetlina Koleva
GENERAL SESSION: The name
SUMMARY :
Our given name is an intrinsic part of us, of our identity. Our name is a role we sometimes put on,
just like a piece of clothing. It can cover us with comfort in such a way that we even forget it exists.
What would it be like to be someone without a name?
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:
Svetlina Koleva is a psychologist and a certified psychodrama-therapist at Foundation
“Psychotherapy 2000”. She is a therapist with private practice and leads a psychodrama group for
self-experience. She works as an assistant professor in developmental psychology at Sofia University
“St. Kliment Ohridski”, also as part of the Master’s Program “Child and Adolescent Psychology”,
teaching a special course “Work with Groups”.

6.
PRESENTERS: Vladimir Samurkov, Desislava Stoyanova
GENERAL SESSION: Rhythm harmony – come together, relax, improve…
SUMMARY :
Practical exercise based on the rhythm, breathe, movement and short discussion.
We shall apply drum circle, spontaneous improvisation and breathe techniques to relax and have fun
. Meantime we will experience the power of those techniques to achieve harmony in the group
energy, to approve the confidence of every participant, concentration, relation, nonverbally
expression of thoughts and emotions. We will analyze and comment the practical principles of
leading rhythm and artistic sessions.
All are welcome! No need special skills or music education – we’ll do it together.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:

• Vladimir Samurkov - works in the field of economy, trade and high technology. The
special and great love of his life is rhythm, music and their transmission. He develops his
own techniques and leads seminars and programs related to rhythm, movement, stories,
learning.
• Desislava Stoyanova - Architect by profession and vocation. She specializes in public
spaces and design oriented towards children. She develops and leads activities with
children – oriented towards the development of spatial thinking and creativity.
Interested in and seeking expression through dance and music.

.............................................................
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EVENING PROGRAMME*
(FREE ENTRY)

1.
PRESENTERS: Board of BSPGT
EVENT: Presenting of Bulgaria Society of Psychodrama and Group Therapy (BSPGT)
SUMMARY:

Event presenting mission, vision and main purpose of BSPGT, as a society of certified
psychodramatists and psychodrama therapists.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTERS:
E-mail: psychodrama.bg@gmail.com; Website: www.psychodrama-bg.org

2.
PRESENTER: Elena Manolova
EVENT: Around the Rhodopes
SUMMARY:

Let’s relax a while away from the people, from todays’ experiences, from stories and
dramas.
I would like to invite you to a light walk in the most magical mountain in Bulgaria.
The magic of the sacred mountain Rodopes fascinates and enchants. Once you go on a
journey in the Rhodopes, you want to go around the whole.
Here nature has been generous, as it has left us a legacy of thousands of creations of
flora and fauna on which to admire.

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

Elena Videlova: I met psychodrama a long time ago without knowing that this was She.
Later I started training myself and I think that this is the method that has attributed to greatest
extent for my professional and personal development. Soon I will graduate assistant level in
the training programme of Psychotherapy 2000 Foundation.

I studied clinical and social work at New Bulgarian University. I
specialized in the field of Organizational behavior and I am a
trainer in group dynamic training. For a long time I was involved
with training of adults and I worked with groups in a team with
psychodramatists. During the last several years I mainly provide
online consulting. I use psychodrama in my work and I think that
it gives me the great freedom to “touch” the client.

3.
PRESENTER: Mila Tsalova
EVENT: Evening event for journalists: What is psychodrama?
SUMMARY:

Evening event for journalists, curious citizens and psychodramatists who are willing to
tell and show.
Wikipedia says: "Psychodrama is
a method of psychotherapy
developed by Jacob L. Moreno. In
this approach, techniques from
drama are used through which
the client plays past, present or
anticipated life situations and
roles, trying to understand them
more fully and achieve catharsis.
Significant events are played or
replayed to help people recognize
and experience the hidden
feelings suppressed until now, to
be able to express themselves fully and freely and to encourage the testing of new and
more effective behavior. "
Wikipedia is always right, but always needs to be supplemented. So, we will try to do
this:
To expand encyclopedia knowledge;
To invite you to experience and feel the beauty and power of the method;
To acquaint you with the aspects and opportunities of psychodrama;
To present the possible uses of the method.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

Mila Tsalova will be moderator/host. She calls herself "psychodramatist" for about
eight years now, and "journalist" twice as much. She was a reporter, editor, chief editor,
television director and an almost endless list of other things. She believes that
psychodrama is a working method and believes that it should be displayed and spoken
about as much as possible in public. She knows that the task is too much for one person
and relies on help from friends.

4.
MEDIATOR: Associate Professor Monika Bogdanova
EVENT: From Freud till nowadays. Or how to invent our own practice.
SUMMARY:

The film "Sigmund Freud - the father of psychoanalysis" provides an interesting insight
on the image of Freud not only outlining the main points of his life, but it seems like
naturally causing us to ask: "And after him, I what?".
That will be the theme of the evening - how is it possible to transcend the Genius and to
create my own self?
As F. Dolto said: "As many psychoanalysts, the so psychoanalyses".
We invite you to a quiet evening when the meeting with history opens a space to invent,
experience and share.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE MEDIATOR:

Monika Bogdanova is psychoanalyst, associate professor at Sofia University "St. Kliment
Ohridski ", Faculty of Pedagogics.
In 2011 she founds "The Green House" in Bulgaria on a French model, but adapted for a
specific hospital environment, where she worked 5 years as a psychotherapist and
accepted (premature) babies, children and their families.
5.
PRESENTER: Rositsa Bozhkova - Mihaylova
EVENT: Book presentation: Diary for future parents "While you and I are one"
SUMMARY:

This is a book - a diary, called
also "diary - a journey from
conception to birth." Its goal is
to accompany the mother in
this unique process of cocreation of new life, week by
week, step by step, a few
pages of information per day,
ideas,
creative
activities,
awareness, meditation and

more. Her experiences are the experiences of the child who bears
her emotions, her emotions are its emotions; and from their
biochemistry (hormonal compliance) it absorbs maternal
emotional background.
INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

Rositsa Bozhkova - Mihaylova
Psychologist, doula, yoga instructor, Childbirth educator, facilitator of groups for selfdevelopment and courses for pregnancy and childbirth, author of the book “While I and you
are one”, founder of the studio for self development Yantra. Interests, studies and
observations in the field of prenatal and perinatal psychology.
6.
EVENT: DING with Stoil Atanasov
SUMMARY:

DING is dead. You are the only ones who can see it. To see something that is no more. To
dance with a corpse. To go mad unpunished. DING is finally safe, obedient, user-friendly.
The enemies are welcome to peck at some worms.
When there is no performance and no actor – who is on the stage?

INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRESENTER:

Stoil Atanasov
Forthcoming graduation as a psychodrama leader
from “Psychotherapy 2000” Foundation. He’s been
engaged in physical theatre and psychodrama for
more than 15 years. The creator of DING. Loves
eating people.
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EVENING PROGRAMME *

EVENT: PARTY with music, dancing and ...

*ADDITIONAL PRORGAMME INFORMATION:

PSYCHODRAMA PROGRAMME - consists of psychodrama workshops of presenters formed as
psychodrama therapists, psychodrama presenters or psychodrama assistants.
MIXED SPACES PROGRAMME consists of psychodrama workshops of presenters formed as
psychodrama therapists, psychodrama presenters or psychodrama assistants who experiment
through psychodrama and different approach when working with people
POSTER SESSION - open and free session to which all the participants of the Festival are invited.
GENERAL OPENING AND CLOSING SESSIONS - open and free sessions to which all the participants of
the Festival are invited.
EVENING PROGRAMME consists of shows/spectacles, discussions, ateliers, movies, book
presentations, etc. For all the participants and guests of the Festival - free entry. Payment required
only for the party.

.............................................................
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.............................................................
For more information, please contact the team working on the organization of the Festival at email:
e-mail: centaur_art@abv.bg

